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or spontaneous chemical reactions, 
photopolymerization can be paused or 
resumed simply by switching the exposed 
light, and spatial control can be facilitated 
by using masks or focal light. During 
the development of photopolymeriza-
tion, 2D manufacturing technologies that 
deposit polymers onto a substrate were 
realized first. Then, with further improve-
ment of spatial and temporal controlla-
bility, various 3D (additive manufacturing 
(AM)) and even 4D (stimuli-responsive 
3D printing) manufacturing technologies 
emerged. Specifically, according to the 
classification of International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO)/American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 
52900:2015 standard, the major AM pro-
cess based on photo polymerization is 
called vat photopoly merization (VP), 
which selectively converts photocurable 
resins to solid polymers by polymerization 

under ultraviolet (UV, mostly ≤405 nm). This technology dem-
onstrates high adaptability to print materials layer-by-layer with 
high-speed, high-resolution, high-accuracy, and good surface 
finish.[2] Furthermore, controlling the intensity or wavelength 
of light exposure in the single-component resin systems, and 
switching vats of resins during printing via complex equipment 
were adopted to further improve the temporal and spatial con-
trol of the manufacturing. Graded materials printing,[3] multi-
wavelength VP printing,[4] and multimaterial printing were also 
developed,[5] which enable heterogeneity in all directions.

Whereby, VP has shown great potential in wearable 
electronics, microfluidics, robots, and many other fields. 
Among these applications, sensors and actuators are basic 
components to perceive the external environment and respond 
to external stimuli,[6] and they are usually the most integrated 
and functional devices in the system that can best reflect the 
advantages of materials and technological progress. As Figure 1 
shows, this review takes the theme of photopolymerization-
based 3D printing technology and attempts to explore how it 
promotes the advancement of sensors and actuators. The flex-
ibility of the material, for example, ensures desirable defor-
mation, compliance, and comfort for pressure and strain 
sensors in different applications,[7] ranging from health and 
motion monitoring,[8] human skin mimicking,[9] to the expan-
sion of the tactile sense of human,[10] and the tactile percep-
tion in prosthetics and robots.[11] As for actuators, the ability to 

Fabrication and assembly of flexible sensors and soft actuators play impor-
tant roles in improving the performance of wearable electronics and soft 
robots. Traditional manufacturing techniques have limitations in controlling 
the geometry and architecture of many soft actuation and sensing systems, 
which compromise their performance as well as applications. With the 
emergence of 3D printing, directly transforming 3D models into real objects 
becomes possible. In particular, vat photopolymerization techniques, repre-
sented by stereolithography, are capable of printing all-in-one and lab-on-a-
chip devices with fast speed and high accuracy. Novel polymer formulations, 
including functional resins, hydrogels, elastomers, polymer blends, compos-
ites, and biological materials, have been developed for vat photopolymeriza-
tion 3D printing to produce highly stable architectures, which prompts a 
remarkable revolution in mechanics and materials for soft electronics. This 
review looks into the recent developments of vat photopolymerization 3D 
printing technology for lightweight engineering, personalized electronics, and 
soft robots.
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1. Introduction

Since Blytth and Hoffmann obtained a clear glass-like product 
from styrene in 1845, photopolymerization has been studied 
extensively and has become a practical technique for processing 
polymers.[1] Compared to other methods, it allows a unique spa-
tial and temporal control of the process. Unlike heat-induced 
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deform continuously and dexterously in confined space and on 
nonplanar surfaces is required to complete dynamic tasks.[12] 
For those used in human–machine interfaces, flexibility leads 
to better security for both actuators and humans.

However, as with all the other technologies, the process-
able materials for VP are limited, making flexible sensors and 
actuators manufacturing very difficult. The limitations mainly 
come from: 1) photopolymerization mechanism can only be 
free of radical polymerization or cationic polymerization. 
2)  The spectrum and intensity region of the printer’s light 
source are fixed. 3) The photopolymer should be liquid with 
good fluidity to allow recoating of the build area.[13] There-
fore, developing photopolymers with different compositions 
(monomers/oligomers, photoinitiator, absorber, functional 
fillers, etc.), and optimizing VP technology are significant. 
As summarized in Figure  1, various kinds of functions such 
as electrical conductivity, magnetic property, piezoelectricity, 

self-healing, biocompatibility, moisture sensing, and 4D 
printing related stimulus-responsive effects are achieved by 
the intrinsic property of the monomer, the functional fillers, 
and the chemical bonding or special microstructure formed 
during photopolymerization. Especially when using conduc-
tive or magnetic particles as fillers, in addition to providing 
corresponding properties, they can also form directional 
arranged anisotropic structures by applying electric or mag-
netic fields.[14] VP also controls the degree of crosslinking and 
curing depth of the photocurable resins or composites with 
fillers through printing parameters (exposure light, time of 
exposure, temperature, etc.), to realize the functional struc-
ture with mechanical gradient.[15a] Thanks to the advanced 
spatial control of VP, porous flexible sensors, micro fluidic 
device-based biosensors, self-assembly boxes, origami struc-
tures, switches, and grippers are achieved as shown in 
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of VP 3D printing with their subcomponents: technology, materials, sensors, and actuators. High speed. Reproduced 
with permission.[23] Copyright 2015, AAAS. Multimaterial printing. Reproduced with permission.[111] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. High resolution. 
Reproduced with permission.[244] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. Functional particles. Reproduced with permission.[57a] Copyright 2019, Springer 
Nature. Polymer. Reproduced with permission.[245] Copyright 2019, AAAS. Hydrogel. Reproduced with permission.[246] Copyright 2018, Royal Society 
of Chemistry. Wearable device. Reproduced with permission.[54] Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry. Microfluidic device. Reproduced under 
the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.[149] Copyright 2015, The Authors. Springer Nature. Moisture sensor. 
Reproduced with permission.[107] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. Magnetic sensor. Reproduced with permission.[105] Copyright 2016, American Chemical 
Society. Self-healing sensor. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.[51] Copyright 2019, The 
Authors. Springer Nature. Optically camouflaged gripper. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
License.[234d] Copyright 2017, The Authors. Springer Nature. Self-healing gripper. Reproduced with permission.[184] Copyright 2019, American Chemical 
Society. Self-assembly box. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.[180] Copyright 2015, 
The Authors. Springer Nature. Origami. Reproduced with permission.[219] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. Electric switch. Reproduced with permission.[15c] 
Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
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Herein, we first introduce the representative VP techno-
logies, their working principle, and characteristics in Section 2. 
Following that, in Section  3.1, the latest developments of VP-
based pressure and strain sensors are categorized and intro-
duced, respectively, according to their sensing mechanisms, 
including piezoresistive, capacitive, and piezoelectric. After 
that, the other sensing applications of VP are introduced, which 
include acoustic and magnetic sensors (Section 3.2), moisture 
and pH sensors (Section  3.3), and microfluidic device-based 
biosensors (Section  3.4). Then VP-based 4D printing and 
various stimuli-responsive actuators are reviewed, including 
temperature-induced actuation (Section  4.1), light-induced 
actuation (Section  4.2), moisture- or solvent-induced actua-
tion (Section  4.3), electricity-induced actuation (Section  4.4), 
magnetism-induced actuation (Section  4.5), and pneumatic 
and hydraulic actuation (Section  4.6). Finally, we summarize 
the major material and technical challenges of VP and discuss 
the prospects and future research directions in soft sensor and 
actuator manufacturing.

2. Overview of 3D Printing Technologies via 
Photopolymerization
Stereolithography (SLA), as the primary AM technology, is 
the most well-known and wildly used VP-based 3D printing 
technology.[16] Typically, a standard SLA 3D printer consists of 
a laser light source, an optical controller, a movable platform, 
and a vat of resin.[17] When the printing process begins, the sur-
face height of the resin is exactly one-layer thickness above the 
platform and the laser quickly scans and cures the first layer 
of the object along a controlled path. In the same way, objects 
are printed layer-by-layer until the overall shape is finished.[17] 
Through this formation mechanism and the high-resolution 
liquid–solid transition, VP technology enables accurate con-
trol of the processed soft material and avoids the deformation 
caused by the flow of the fluid material during the processing.

Based on SLA technology, another point-by-point printing 
technology named two-photon lithography (TPP) was devel-
oped with ultrahigh-resolution (200  nm).[18] Instead of curing 
and stacking resin in the z-direction, TPP technology uses 
ultrafast pulsed lasers to generate two very high flux of photons 
with longer wavelengths (780–820 nm), curing only occurs in a 
tiny region near the focal point of the lasers,[19] thus 3D micro-
structures could be fabricated effectively without the staircase 
effect or eliminate errors caused by fluctuations of the resin.[20]

Different from point-by-point printing, digital light pro-
cessing (DLP) uses a digital projector instead of a laser as the 
light source to solidify one layer in every single exposure, which 
considerably shortens the printing process. Besides, a digital 
micromirror device or liquid crystal display can be used to con-
trol the projection light to selectively cure liquid photopolymer 
resin.[21] Within the DLP-based 3D printing technologies, pro-
jection microstereolithography (PμSL) achieved printing with 
higher resolution (up to 0.6 μm) by improvements in the cor-
rect exposure and layer thickness control.[22] Another developed 
DLP method named continuous liquid interface production 
(CLIP), which has a “dead zone” at the window of the vat, 
achieves printing with a smoother surface and unique high 

speed (1000 mm h−1 in the z-direction).[23] Feature resolution of 
CLIP in the z-direction is improved by projected light images 
that can change continuously.[24]

Photopolymer jetting (Polyjet), introduced by Objet Geome-
tries in 2000, is a material jetting type of 3D printing technology 
for processing photocurable materials through photopoly-
merization. In this review, its application in sensor and actuator 
manufacturing will be mentioned as a necessary supplement to 
the VP technology because of its unique advantages.[25] During 
printing, the photosensitive polymer material is sprayed layer-
by-layer onto the platform by a nozzle, and each layer is imme-
diately solidified by UV light,  resulting in a fully solidified 
model.[26] As a material jetting type of 3D printing technology, 
Polyjet could deal with photopolymers with higher viscosity, 
and the accuracy mainly affected by the size of its nozzle. More 
importantly, it is convenient for multimaterial printing by 
adding printhead, thus, it can be used to print more integrated 
sensors and actuators that have components made of different 
photopolymers.[27] Figure  2 demonstrates all these photopoly-
merization-based 3D printing technologies.

The variety of VP and Polyjet technologies guarantee the 
diversity of flexible photocurable materials,[25] realize the rapid 
manufacture of sophisticated and complex structures, and pro-
vide the possibility for sensors and actuators with integrated 
architecture and outstanding performance in the future.

3. Fabrication of Sensors via VP

A sensor is an input device that utilizes sensitive materials 
based on physical or chemical effects to provide a processable 
output signal or information in response to a specific variable 
(such as pressure, temperature, magnetic field, and chemical 
or biotic components).[28] VP has been used to print structural 
components such as cantilever beams, microfluidic devices, 
molds for casting, or any other shape of platforms for sensors. 
However, a fully VP-printed sensor with a homogeneous struc-
ture usually requires functionalized photocurable materials and 
appropriate printing parameters.

Various resins were functionalized by adding fillers, and 
commercial resins were modified to be photocurable by 
selecting and combining appropriate photoinitiators and light 
absorbers.[29] Notably, hydrogels, crosslinked 3D networks of 
highly hydrophilic polymers, are processable for VP and widely 
used in sensing applications not only due to their intrinsic excel-
lent flexibility, biocompatibility, and selective permeability,[30] but 
also due to the potential of multifunctionalization, including 
high transparency, conductivity, tunable mechanical properties, 
and self-healing ability.[31] Reasonable configuration allows full 
use of functional materials and structural materials in providing 
perception and flexibility. Therefore, the precise spatial control 
of VP to materials plays an important role in sensor manufac-
turing, especially for microfluidic device-based biosensors.

In this section, recent progress and applications of VP 
methods in manufacturing pressure and strain sensors will 
be introduced first. Other types of sensors, such as acoustic 
sensors, magnetic sensors, pH and moisture sensors, and 
microfluidic device-based biosensors and particle sensors will be 
separately discussed as well.
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3.1. Pressure and Strain Sensing

According to the structure and working principle, three types of 
pressure and strain sensors will be reviewed including: piezore-
sistive sensors, capacitive sensors, and piezoelectric sensors. 
Each type of sensor can be roughly classified as sensing com-
ponents, structural components, and electrode components. 
Considering flexibility, polymer and hydrogel are commonly 
used as an elastic body or dielectric layer of the flexible sen-
sors, which include polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),[32] polyure-
thane (PU),[33] polyacrylamide (PAAm),[34] polyimide,[35] and 
Ecoflex.[36] While the conductive component could be obtained 
through fillers such as carbon nanotube (CNT),[37] graphene,[38] 
and Au/Ag nanowires and nanoparticles,[39] or directly obtained 
through conductive polymers, such as polyaniline,[40] polypyr-
role,[41] and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sul-
fonate (PEDOT:PSS).[42]

However, not all of the polymers or fillers mentioned are 
processable for VP, more importantly, the sensing material 
is  often the key to determine the sensor performance. There-
fore, methods such as hybrid printing,[43] post-treatments, 
multimaterial printing,[44] and composite resin development[45] 
have been studied as solutions to realize the conductivity and 

sensitivity of the photocurable materials recently.[46] Different 
types of sensors with different materials, performance, and 
applications are summarized and presented in Table  1. The 
application of VP in the manufacturing of pressure and strain 
sensors are reviewed according to the sensing mechanisms.

3.1.1. Piezoresistive Sensors

As Figure  3a shows, piezoresistive sensors transduce external 
forces into resistance changes of the sensing material.[60] In 
general, the resistance change of piezoresistive sensors can be 
derived from the contact resistance between the sensing mate-
rial and the electrode or the volume resistance within the sensing 
material.[9] Contact resistance changes tend to larger changes 
than volume resistance changes at the same pressure. Therefore, 
a high sensitivity piezoresistive sensor usually contains a sensing 
layer with a rough surface (for example, an array of microdomes, 
micropyramids, or micropillars), furthermore, the hollow struc-
ture can be adopted for more compressibility and sensitivity as 
well, all of which are easy to achieve in 3D with VP. Besides, 
VP’s ability to prototype in a fast and relatively inexpensive way 
can speed sensor structure optimization and iteration.

Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of five types of VP printers and a Polyjet printer.

Adv. Mater. Technol. 2021, 2001218
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Considering the complexity of the system, it is difficult to 
implement highly integrated functional devices with fully VP 
printing, therefore, coordination with other technologies, such 
as Polyjet, fused deposition modeling, and inkjet, becomes a 
convenient option.[61] To improve the stability of the interface 
between the structural part and the sensing part, Zhou et  al. 
proposed a sensor composed of SLA-printed membrane with 
patterned microchannel and filled Galinstan as the sensing 
material.[62] Depending on the asymmetric arrangement of the 
surface wiring, the sensor exhibits different responses toward 
bending with different angles and directions. Hagihghi et  al. 
proposed a flow sensor consisting of an SLA 3D-printed hair 
cell and a piezoresistive micro-electromechanical systems-based 
liquid crystal polymer membrane.[63] The bending of the pillar 
hair cell causes a resistance change of attached strain gauges to 
quantitatively describe the rate of the flow. By assembling with 
tubes and capsules, the flow sensor can be used for real-time 
monitoring of intravenous infusion.

Function materials can be introduced by the post-treatment 
process as well.[64] Shao et  al. fabricated a force sensor con-
sisting of two parallel layers by a DLP 3D printer with polyu-
rethane acrylate (PUA).[47] Micropyramid arrays were designed 
on the bottom layer to increase the variation of the contact area 
under the external force, and each layer was spin-coated with 
PEDOT:PSS film to be conductive.[47] Dip coating is another 
post-treatment method commonly used for fabricating conduc-
tive films. Peng et  al. successfully synthesized three kinds of 
photocurable resins with great stretchability and elongation 

(15.7  MPa and 414.3%, respectively) for DLP.[48] To fabricate a 
stretchable sensor, a photocurable ionic hydrogel (monomer 
acrylamide/LiCl) film was dip-coated with the printed elas-
tomer PPTMGA as a conductor and maintain good transpar-
ency, as shown in Figure 3b.[48] Similarly, Zhao et al. developed 
a series of silicone elastomers with tunable mechanical proper-
ties, and a 3D-printed cellular was coated with a layer of CNT-
doped hydrogel by dip coating to form a stretchable electric 
switch, as shown in Figure 3c, which can adjust the intensity of 
the LED by pressure applied.[49] In addition to ionic hydrogels 
and carbon-based conductors, metals and their compounds are 
the most well-known and commonly used fillers as well. For 
example, Patel et  al. developed a novel highly stretchable and 
UV curable elastomer resin system consisting of a mixture of a 
monofunctional monomer consisting of epoxy aliphatic acrylate 
(EAA) and a difunctional crosslinker consisting of aliphatic ure-
thane diacrylate (AUD).[50] By using a commercial DLP printer, 
a bucky-ball was printed and then immersed into a silver 
nanoparticles dispersion to make it conductive and used as an 
electric switch, as shown in Figure  3d. Electroless plating has 
proved as a universal, robust, and cost-effective approach for 
the fabrication of metallic coatings and it has been used in pro-
cessing VP printing objects recently. For example, Wang et al. 
proposed a resin formulation containing Br-containing vinyl-
terminated initiator that can occur surface-initiated atomic-
transfer radical poly merization (ATRP).[65] Figure  3e shows the 
process of ATRP and the electroless plating that coated copper 
and nickel onto the printed complex structures, including 

Table 1. Summary of the recent reported pressure and strain sensors fabricated by photopolymerization-based 3D printing.

Material Method Performance Application Refs.

PUAa)/PEDOT:PSS DLP Sensitivity: 1.666 × 10−4 S N−1 m−1 Piezoresistive pressure sensor [47]

PPTMGAb)-40/ionic hydrogel  
(PEGDAc)/LiCl)

DLP Tensile strength: 15.7 MPa
Elongation: 400%

Pressure sensitivity: 2010.1 MPa−1

Piezoresistive stretchable stain sensor,  
electric switch, wearable device

[48]

MPSd)/VPSe)/CNT DLP Elongation: 1400% Electric switch [49]

EAAf)/AUDg)/Ag DLP Elongation: 1100% Electric switch and pneumatically  
actuated soft actuator

[50]

HDDAh)/PDMS/carbon grease DLP Tensile strength: 17.4 kPa Self-healable actuator, stretchable  
piezoresistive strain sensor

[51]

MJ resin/GNsi) DLP Density: 1.06 g cm−3

Fracture toughness: 1.59 MPa m1/2

Anisotropic electrical conductor,  
self-sensing smart helmet

[52]

Resin(Are3d-dlp405)/MWCNTsj) DLP Elongation: 100% Capacitive pressure sensor [53]

PAAm–PEGDA/MgCl2/VHB tape DLP Sensitivity: 0.84 kPa−1 Capacitive pressure/strain sensor,  
wearable devices

[54]

PAAm–PEGDA/MgCl2/WPUAk) DLP Sensitivity: 0.61 kPa−1

Signal drift: <5%
Capacitive pressure/strain sensor,  

wearable devices
[55]

PEGDA/BaTiO3 DPP Piezoelectric coefficients: ≈40 pC N−1 Piezoelectric devices [56]

TMSPMl)/PZTm) PμSL Lattice overall dimension, modulus, and  
piezoelectric charge constant: ≈42 pC N−1

Piezoelectric location and directionality sensing, self-
sensing boxing glove, air pressure detector

[57]

TMSPM/BNNT PμSL Sensitivity: 24 mV kPa−1 Piezoelectric pressure sensor [58]

HDDA/PVDFn) PμSL Piezoelectric voltage coefficient:  
105.12 × 10−3 Vm N−1

Piezoelectric pressure sensor [59]

a)Polyurethane acrylate; b)Poly(tetrahydrofuran); c)Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate; d)Mercaptan-functionalized polysiloxane; e)Vinyl-terminated poly-(dimethylsiloxane); 
f)Epoxy aliphatic acrylate; g)Aliphatic urethane diacrylate; h)1,6-hexanediol diacrylate; i)Graphene nanoplatelets; j)Multiwall carbon nanotubes; k)Water-dilutable polyurethane 
acrylate; l)3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate; m)Lead zirconate titanate; n)Polyvinylidene fluoride.
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microlattices and even an Eiffel tower. Fantino et al. developed 
a more direct method that adding AgNO3 to a PEGDA-based 
photocurable oligomer to generate silver nanoparticles in situ 
on the crosslinked polymer matrix by UV-irradiation (365 nm) 
after printing.[46] Although the UV degradation and the uncer-
tainty of light penetration impact the performance, the idea of 
adding fillers into photocurable resins is desirable. However, 
peeling, breakage, or short circuit caused by residual trace 
metal particles seriously limit the application of such printed 
conductive objects. As a result, the insufficient stability and 
durability of such post-treatment processes may not meet the 
requirements of large and continuous deformation of the flex-
ible sensors.[66]

Intrinsic conductivity can be obtained by adding conduc-
tive fillers to resins, however, it may induce a scattering effect 
that causes turbidity and limits the penetration depth and cure 
depth of the resin. Especially when adding metal particles, 
their high reflectivity in UV–vis range deprives the incident 
energy of the photosensitive resin, making the processing more 

difficult.[67] Moreover, the increased viscosity caused by filler 
addition prevents recoating and reduces the molecular mobility 
in the printing process, slowing down the diffusion of active 
centers and decreasing the polymerization rate.[64] In most 
cases, developing functionalized printable resins often need the 
strictly selected composites and repeatedly tested proportions of 
each material.[64,68]

In addition to conductivity, the unique characteristics of 
natural biological tissue have inspired the development of new 
functional sensors.[69] Among them, self-healing is a valuable 
capability for the materials to improve the durability of the 
sensor. Self-healing of polymers can be achieved by a few cate-
gories of reactions, including covalent bonding, supramolecular 
chemistry, H-bonding, ionic interactions, and π–π stacking.[70] 
Yu et al. reported a method for manufacturing elastomer struc-
tures with self-healing ability, which relies on a molecularly 
designed elastomer ink with both thiol and disulfide groups to 
obtain photopolymerization and self-healing capacities, respec-
tively.[51] After being doped with carbon-black, the elastomer 

Figure 3. Post-treatment methods for integrating conductive additives. a) Sensing mechanism for the piezoresistive sensor. b) 3D-printed hollow 
structures made by PU elastomers with robustness and flexibility (left), and the process of dip coating the ionic hydrogel on the 3D-printed organic 
frame (right). Reproduced with permission.[48] Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society. c) Printed silicone elastomer coated with CNT-doped 
hydrogel layer (left), and a stretchable electric switch (right). Reproduced with permission.[49] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. d) A flexible 
Bucky-ball coated with silver nanoparticles as an electric switch. Reproduced with permission.[50] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. e) The fabrication process 
of ATRP and electroless plating (left), a Cu-coated microlattice, and a Ni-coated Eiffel tower (right). Reproduced with permission.[65] Copyright 2014, 
American Chemical Society.
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resin was used to fabricate a force sensor that can remain good 
performance after self-healing, as shown in Figure  4a. This 
material system was proved capable of being printed into any 
complex shapes, which shows its potential for wider sensing 
applications.

Inspired by the hierarchical structure of nacre, Yang et  al. 
developed an electrically assisted 3D printing method to 
fabricated a self-sensing helmet by photocurable resin con-
taining aligned Graphene nanoplatelets (GNs).[52] As shown in 
Figure  4b, the aligned GNs generate the anisotropic electrical 
property of the structure and its resistance will increase as the 
crack formation, therefore, the brightness of LED connected 
to the helmet can reflect its damage. Besides, Polyjet-based 3D 
printing can realize multimaterial manufacturing simply by 
switching the printing head, making it easier to integrate func-
tional components into a single device. Sundaram et al. devel-
oped a drop-on-demand multimaterial AM platform, as shown 
in Figure 4c, where each printhead can accept up to 10 different 
inks that can be extruded or dropped and simultaneously cured 

under a UV LED array.[27a] With this printing platform, a multi-
layered device that containing strain-sensitive elements with an 
organic electrochemical transistor-based amplifier and an elec-
trochromic element was fully printed without assembly or any 
other subsequent processing.

3.1.2. Capacitive Sensors

Generally, capacitive sensors transduce pressure or stretch input 
to a change in the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor.[71] 
When tensile or compressive stress is applied to the structure of 
the capacitor, the elastic dielectric layer will be stretched or com-
pressed accordingly, resulting in changes in electrode spacing 
and equivalent electrode area, which in turn leads to changes 
in the capacitance of the device and realizes the stress detection 
(Figure 5a). From a performance perspective, capacitive sensors 
exhibit high sensitivity and rapid response time,[72] and they are 
close to skin-type sensing behavior in terms of strain sensitivity, 

Figure 4. Photopolymerization-based intrinsic conductive materials for multifunctional pressure sensors. a) The schematic illustration of the structure 
of self-healing elastomers and a flexible, self-healable conductor powered an LED (left), the resistance changes before and after self-healing, and the 
performance of a self-healed force sensor (right). Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.[51] 
Copyright 2019, The Authors. Springer Nature. b) The 3D-printed self-sensing helmet and the demonstration of its different self-sensing properties with 
random GNs and aligned GNs. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial License 4.0 CC BY-NC.[52] Copyright 
2019, The Authors, AAAS. c) The schematic illustration of the printing platform (left), and the photograph of the fully 3D-printed autonomous sensory 
composite shows a strain sensor linked to an electrical amplifier (right). Reproduced with permission.[27a] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.
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pressure, and proximity sensing,[73] with low power consump-
tion and independent operating temperature.[74]

Typically, the configuration of the capacitive sensor is that 
the dielectric medium is sandwiched between two electrode 
layers. This traditional hierarchical structure inevitably requires 
multimaterial printing. Accordingly, Mu et  al. adopted the 
multi-vat approach, as Figure 5b shows, replacing the vat with a 
secondary material during the pause of printing to achieve fully 
printed capacitive strain sensors.[53] The pristine photocurable 
resin (Are3d-dlp405) was used as the dielectric layer and the 
resin incorporated with multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs) was used 
as the electrodes. The hollow structure of the sensor can detect 
changes in the spacing between the two plates or changes in 
the level of liquid in between. The ability of the hollow capaci-
tive sensor to detect force was tested and the capacitance 
dependence on strain was found to be up to 70% of nominal 
strain (Figure 5b). The performance can be further improved by 
manipulating the geometry to improve the compressibility of 
the dielectric layer.[75] When the dielectric layer is a bulk mate-
rial, because the pressure applied is converted into internal 

stress, designing voids into the dielectric layer through VP can 
achieve easier deformation and compression.

Hydrogels are promising candidate materials for VP 
methods to manufacture capacitive wearable sensors.[76] 
Despite that, the common hydrogel processing technologies, 
such as screen printing,[77] spin coating,[78] and photolithog-
raphy,[79] have their own advantages in producing lamina-
tion structure for capacitive sensors, VP performs better in 
overcoming the lack of stiffness, manufacturing 3D char-
acteristics and complex internal structures. In contrast, the 
resolution of the grid structure fabricated by extrusion-based 
3D printers is low (usually greater than 100 μm), as a result, 
the ability in increasing sensitivity is limited and the printed 
devices are not comparable with the state-of-the-art capaci-
tive sensors.[80] Figure  5c depicts a work done by Yin et  al., 
who introduced two kinds of photosensitive hydrogels with 
different mechanical properties and copolymerized them to 
produce ionic conductive hydrogels (PAAm–PEGDA/MgCl2) 
as transparent and flexible electrodes with microstructure, 
VHB tape was used as the dielectric layer and adhesive to 

Figure 5. VP-based capacitive sensors. a) Sensing mechanism for the capacitive sensor. b) Conductivity as a function of MWCNT loading, and images 
of pure resin and resin containing different amounts of MWCNT nanocomposites (left), and schematic of working principle of the hollow capaci-
tive sensor and the sensing ability test (right). Reproduced with permission.[53] Copyright 2017, Elsevier. c) Schematic polymerization mechanism of 
a PAAm–PEGDA hydrogel network (left), and the design of the sensor and the optical images of structured hydrogel layer (right). Reproduced with 
permission.[54] Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry. d) Schematic illustration of the dual-material printing process and the all-printed capacitive 
sensor. Reproduced with permission.[55] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
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constitute wearable capacitive sensor.[54] Cavities were formed 
by the hydrogel layer with microstructure, which decreases 
the initial capacitance of the devices but improves the sen-
sitivity of the sensor. Identical sensing units were defined to 
simplify the construction of a theoretical prediction of capaci-
tance for the sensor.

The physical bonding, together with the inconsistency of 
elasticity between the electrodes and the dielectric material, 
results in a relative dislocation between layers during repeated 
deformations, which usually generates remarkable signal 
drift and reduces the stability and reliability of the sensor.[81] 
Improving the adhesion between layers using stable chemical 
bonding is undoubtedly a good solution.[55] Yin et  al. devel-
oped a PAAm/PEGDA/Mg2+ ionic hydrogel as the electrode, 
and a hydrogel compounded with WPUA was used as the 
dielectric component and seals to retard hydrogel dehydra-
tion.[55] As Figure  5d shows, the presence of acrylic groups 
in these two precursors, and their similar solvent polarity 
allow the different polymer layer to be cured directly onto the 
previous one via chemical bonding at the interface, which 
guarantees the stability and reliability of the structure under 
bending, compressing, twisting, and stretching. The com-
posite remains attached even after dehydration of hydrogel 
as well. An all-printed five-layer structured capacitive sensor 
consisting of WPUA and ionic hydrogel with multiple parallel 
beams was printed (Figure  5d). Compared with the existing 
sensors involving electronic conductors, the VP-printed elastic 
hydrogel-based sensors have the advantages of ultrathin, 
transparency, and high tensile properties. Even more, they 
do not require tedious fabrication processes and get rid of 
the limitation of the significant increase in resistance during 
deformation.[30]

3.1.3. Piezoelectric Sensors

Piezoelectric materials can convert mechanical force into 
electricity and vice versa.[82] As Figure 6a shows, piezoelectric 
sensors are mostly used for dynamic sensing because of the 
impulsive signal generated by the piezoelectric material,[60] 
while they show a more precise response to external force and 
piezoelectric materials can generate voltage signals themselves 
without external energy sources.[83]

For piezoelectric materials, both organic (mostly poly-
mers) and inorganic materials have been found to exhibit 
piezoelectricity and studied for pressure sensing, such as 
AlN,[84] ZnO,[85] PbTiO3,[86] BaTiO3,[87] PZT,[88] PVDF,[89] and 
poly(vinylidenefluoride-co-trifluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)).[90] 
In inorganic piezoelectric crystals, the arrangement of ions 
in noninversely symmetric structures of dielectric materials 
produces piezoelectric effects.[91] Most of the traditional piezo-
electric materials are brittle ceramic materials, which have 
been reported to be printed in VP methods already.[92] BaTiO3 
is one of the most reported fillers used in piezoelectric formu-
lations owing to its large piezoelectric, good electromechanical 
coupling coefficients and high dielectric permittivity.[93] Kim 
et al. demonstrated piezoelectric polymers composed of BaTiO3 
nanoparticles and photocurable polymer, such as PEGDA, and 
generated user-defined 3D microstructures by exposing them 

to digital optical masks.[56] The main issue is the sediment 
and agglomeration of the piezoelectric particles directly mixed 
with photosensitive resins, resulting in a poor piezoelectric 
response. Solvents such as N, N-dimethylformamide,[94] diethyl 
fumarate, and BYK (a type of copolymer containing phosphoric 
acid groups) were used to disperse the piezoelectric mate-
rial more uniformly and reduce the viscosity of the resin.[59,95] 
Wang et  al. demonstrated an SLA-printed high-performance 
piezoelectric nanoceramic and investigated the effects of dis-
persant and rheological behavior of the BaTiO3 suspensions.[96] 
The ceramics exhibit a piezoelectric constant of 163 pC N−1 and 
relative permittivity of 2762, respectively.[96]

PZT is another commonly used piezoelectric material, which 
is special for its large piezoelectric and electromechanical cou-
pling coefficients. PZT-based sensors exhibit high sensitivity 
and stability, fast response, and low hysteresis.[97] Although it 
is rigid, PZT can be integrated into an ultrathin sheet of flex-
ible equipment or other porous structured forms. Recently, Cui 
et al. have done remarkable work of showing a strategy to break 
through the limitations of the charge motion in traditional 
piezoelectric materials, which are dictated by their intrinsic 
crystals.[57a] A series of piezoelectric metamaterials were 
designed and shown in Figure  6b for tailorable piezoelectric 
charge constants that allow the user to specify piezoelectric 
responses to be amplified, reversed, or suppressed in the speci-
fied direction. Highly sensitive piezoelectric inks containing 
high concentrations of PZT nanoparticles were developed, 
and devices used for force amplitude and directional sensing, 
shock absorption, and self-monitoring, and position mapping 
were obtained by stacking different types of piezoelectric meta-
material units via a PμSL 3D printer. In another related work 
of them, Yao et  al. used the same material and the printing 
system shown in Figure  6c to fabricate wearable piezoelectric 
devices with improved compliance.[57b] It is significant to com-
bine high sensitivity and high compliance at the same time, 
because structural compliance and electromechanical coupling 
sensitivity are usually tightly coupled, and a high piezoelectric 
response comes at the cost of low flexibility. The functional-
ized PZT particles were mixed with UV-sensitive monomer 
matrix and printed as highly sensitive wearables that detect 
low pressure air (<50 Pa) coming from different directions, as 
well as wireless, self-sensing sporting gloves for simultaneous 
impact absorption and punching force mapping, as shown in 
Figure 6c.[57b]

Besides, Zhang et  al. used boron nitride nanotubes, which 
have excellent mechanical properties, high thermal and chem-
ical stabilities, good biocompatibility, and strong piezoelec-
tricity, as the piezoelectric filler to overcome the limitation of 
traditional inorganic piezoelectric ceramics in conformal wear-
able electronic applications.[58] Figure 6d depicts a self-powered 
and conformal tactile sensor array printed by projection SLA to 
enable haptic sensing of robot hands and detect the spatial dis-
tribution of force on uneven surfaces.

Compared with inorganic piezoelectric materials, organic 
piezoelectric polymers are more promising for wearable 
pressure sensors due to their inherent flexibility. In organic 
piezoelectric polymers, the piezoelectric effect is caused 
by the molecular structure of the polymer and its orienta-
tion.[98] Among organic piezoelectric polymers, PVDF and 
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its copolymers, such as P(VDF-TrFE), show great application 
potential due to their flexibility, durability, lightweight, pho-
tocurable, and chemical inertness.[99] Chen et  al. developed a 
PVDF-based piezoelectric resin to manufacture flexible piezo-
electric devices with customized geometries by using PμSL 3D 
printing.[59] As Figure 6e shows, 3D-printed PVDF thick films 
were utilized for piezoelectric sensors, and conductive alu-
minum layers were then attached to each side of the sample as 
electrodes. By increasing the concentration of PVDF and poling 
electric field, 3D-printed piezoelectric layer with maximum 
piezoelectric voltage coefficient of 105.12 × 10−3 Vm N−1 was 
demonstrated experimentally.[59]

In conclusion, the development of the photocurable functional 
material system is the key for fully VP-printed flexible pressure 
and strain sensors. This process is accompanied by tests of sur-
face functionalization of fillers, chemical crosslinking between 
monomer matrix and functionalized fillers, complex component 
dosage testing and analysis, and control of resin viscosity. Appro-
priate structural design and convenient topology optimization 
achieved by VP can further improve the performance of sensing 
components and overall improve compliance and conformality 
of sensors. The progress of multimaterial printing technologies 
also lights up the future of VP to manufacture multifunctional, 
highly integrated pressure and strain sensors.

Figure 6. VP-based piezoelectric sensors. a) Sensing mechanism for the piezoelectric sensor. b) Piezoelectric metamaterials with the ability to identify 
forces with a certain direction (left), and a sensor using piezoelectric metamaterials stacked from four types of designed building blocks to sense 
arbitrary force directions (right). Reproduced with permission.[57a] Copyright 2019, Springer Nature. c) Custom PμSL fabrication system for piezoelectric 
nanocomposite with fine surface finish (left), and schematics of the wireless self-sensing boxing glove (right). Reproduced with permission.[57b] Copy-
right 2019, Wiley-VCH. d) Schematic illustration of the projection SLA system and the self-powered and conformal tactile sensor array. Reproduced with 
permission.[58] Copyright 2020, Elsevier. e) 3D-printed PVDF layer and the piezoelectric sensor. Reproduced with permission.[59] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
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3.2. Acoustic and Magnetic Sensing

The conversion of electricity and mechanical force by piezo-
electric effect is bidirectional, in contrast to piezoelectric sen-
sors, the conversion from electricity to mechanical force can 
be used as piezoelectric microphones and used in ultrasonic 
nondestructive sensing.[100] Chen et  al. demonstrated an 
annular piezoelectric array and a printing focused concaved-
shape piezoelectric element consisting of BaTiO3 nanoparti-
cles printed by mask-image-projection-based SLA (MIP-SL), as 
shown in Figure 7a.[101] The printed elements were assembled 
into the ultrasonic array transducer to improve the lateral reso-
lution and depth of field, and a porcine eyeball was ultrasonic 
scanned by a printed focused transducer, which provides an 
option to realize the function assembly of 3D geometry struc-
ture conveniently and effectively.

The oxides of iron and other metals are a common class of 
magnetic materials, of which Fe3O4 is the best known.[102] Both 
the size and concentration of the magnetic fillers affect the 
uniform dispersion and avoidance of agglomeration, therefore, 
Fe3O4 nanoparticles are used to improve the processability.

Recently, studies were made on the application of magnetic 
particles include printing reinforced materials by controlling 
the orientation of the magnetic particles,[103] printing materials 
with tunable mechanical and magnetic properties and printing 
multilayered magnetic soft actuators.[104] While for sensing 
application, a simple method is to measure the magnitude of 
the magnetic field by observing the deflection of the cantilever 
beam made by magnetic sensitive materials. To achieve this 
goal, Credi et  al. developed a UV-curable system by blending 

a bifunctional acrylic monomer with a photoinitiator and vis-
ible dye to ensure the structure of the microcantilever array, as 
shown in Figure  7b.[105] Two strategies, the electroless plating 
process to deposit a thin layer of metal alloy on the microcan-
tilever, and loading magnetite nanoparticles (magnetic iron 
(II, III) oxide nanopowder) within the polymer matrix, were 
implemented, respectively. By using the magnetic field to drive 
the cantilever beams, the sensing property of static bending 
behavior is qualitatively studied and the results show that the 
beam printed entirely with ferromagnetic composite material 
can obtain greater deformation.

The application of VP technology in magnetic sensing is still 
in its infancy, while, it shows greater application potential in 
magnetic-responsive actuations. However, there are still many 
gaps to be filled between the magnetic response and the mag-
netically controlled actuator capable of performing tasks, which 
will be further discussed in Section 4.5.

3.3. Moisture and pH Sensing

In the areas such as health, food quality control and envi-
ronmental protection, there is a growing interest in the 
identification, quantification, and monitoring of common 
chemicals in daily life. Inexpensive and efficient are two highly 
desired demands, therefore, it is of great significance to develop 
simple and robust sensors with on-site features and further 
improve the sensing performance regardless of environmental 
fluctuations. There are many kinds of chemical sensors, while 
only moisture and pH sensors printed via VP are discussed 

Figure 7. VP-based acoustic, magnetic, and chemical sensing. a) Schematic illustration of the MIP-SL system (left), the printed segment annular array 
and a printed focused concaved-shape piezoelectric element, and a printing focused transducer for ultrasonic scanning of the porcine eye ball (right). 
Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.[101] Copyright 2019, The Authors. Elsevier. b) Array 
of cantilevers with high-resolution features and varied lengths. Reproduced with permission.[105] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. c) Different 
architectures of the 3D-printed CP1 in the air at 25 °C (blue color), and introduced in dry solvents such as ethanol, methanol, tetrahydrofuran, or 
acetonitrile (violet color). Reproduced with permission.[107] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. d) The microfiber pH sensor based on micropatterned PAA 
ionic hydrogel. Reproduced with permission.[110] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
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in this section. More information about biochemical, gas, and 
particle sensing will be introduced in Section  3.4. A generally 
accepted principle of chemical sensor design is that they should 
detect substances and produce signals, such as color changes 
and fluorescence, which are easy to be measured.[106] Accord-
ingly, Maldonado et  al. used a thermo- and solvatochromic 
composite based on copper(II) 1D coordination polymer (CP1) 
with remarkable sensitivity, ranging from 0.3% to 4% of water 
in organic solvents.[107] By dispersing CP1 into biodegradable 
monomers to form the stable photocurable ink, different CP1 
3D architectures that can detect moisture in air and solvents 
were printed, as shown in Figure 7c.

Furthermore, hydrogels are excellent candidates for chem-
ical sensing as their ability to contain water and  sensitivity to 
all kinds of external stimuli.[108] Depending on the density of 
charged groups, the swell/deswell behavior of hydrogels can be 
affected by the change of surrounding conditions, such as pH, 
organic solvent, temperature, light, and humidity.[109] Yin et al. 
presented the optical maskless stereolithography (OMsL) tech-
nology that can print 3D patterns of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) 
hydrogel for miniature pH sensing, which has reference value 
for VP printing sensors with 3D structure.[110] The swelling 
degree of PAA ionic hydrogel increased significantly with the 
pH raised from 2 to 7. However, how to convert the unread-
able volume changes into easy-to-read signals is a common 
problem faced by all hydrogel-based sensors. Figure  7d shows 
a schematic design of periodic PAA micropads forming a long-
period grating as a miniature optical pH sensor. The pH was 
measured indirectly by measuring transmission spectra of the 
sensor with different lateral widths of PAA micropads. Three 
examples of PAA micropads were printed with different sizes 
patterned to encapsulate the microfiber and the high-resolution 
of OMsL ensure the encapsulation matched well.

Inspired by the humidity sensing of human hair, Li et  al. 
developed electrical conductive composite hydrogels (PEGDA/
MWCNT) capable of detecting chemical liquid, and build mul-
tifunctional flexible liquid sensors with multimaterial enabling 
anisotropic detection of microliquid droplets.[111] A mesh-
shaped liquid sensor that can effectively identify the position 
and volume of liquid leakage in a short time, and a three-
layered liquid sensor to enable bidirectional monitor and detec-
tion of the liquid leakage in two different sides were fabricated.

3.4. Microfluidic Device-Based Bio- and Particle Sensing

3.4.1. Microfluidic Devices

Microfluidic devices, which enable the precise routing of liquid 
streams and selectively control the tested particles,[112] as well 
as the flexible design of microreactors, precise control of reac-
tion parameters, parallelization of thousands of reactions, and 
integration with feedback devices,[113] are ideal platforms for 
biological and inorganic particle sensing. Traditionally, micro-
fluidic devices can be mass-produced by soft lithography,[114] 
microhot embossing,[115] and microinjection,[116] however, 
either a lack of diversity and versatility in testing or a lack of 
convenience and economy in prototyping, hinders the wider 
application of microfluidic devices.[117] 3D printing allows 

the manufacturing of complex prototypes directly from com-
puter-aided designs with few geometric constraints, resulting 
in increasing importance in microfluidic device manufac-
turing.[118] It also promotes the development of point-of-care 
testing, which means the medical diagnostic tests are avail-
able at the time and place of users rather than being inspected 
and analyzed in laboratories.[118–119] Also, the recent 3D-printed 
smartphone-based peripheral components for biosensing have 
proved the ability of 3D-printed devices in portability, multi-
plexing, and intelligent readout, which can meet the growing 
demand for home diagnostics, field analysis, real-time health or 
environmental monitoring.[117,120]

Compared to other existing 3D printing technologies, VP 
provides microfluidic devices better design freedom and sur-
face quality.[121] Voids and channels can be printed into micro-
scale with complex 3D structures (especially, the TPP technique 
promise substantially improved resolution (<10  μm) with a 
concomitant reduction in writing times and costs).[122] Func-
tional elements, such as valves and pumps, can be precisely 
integrated into the device to ensure the control and direction 
of fluid flow.[123] Other structures such as microneedles with 
open microfluidic channels,[124] microfluidic modularized 
manufacturing,[125] printing microfluidic structures on surface-
functionalized polymer substrates,[126] and 3D parallelized 
microfluidic droplet generators and microfluidic for automation 
of sequential liquid control were all achieved by VP as well.[127] 
These structures are usually modularized, so they can be easily 
and freely recombined for other applications. According to dif-
ferent detected objects, the application of VP technology in 
microfluidic device-based gas and flow particle sensors and bio-
chemical sensors will be introduced, respectively.

3.4.2. Gas and Flow Particle Sensors

The separation of small-scaled particles from a gas or liquid 
media is an essential task for many biological and chemical 
analyses and environment quality assessments.[128] Based on 
precise manipulation of fluids and particles within microscale 
confinements, VP-printed microfluidic device-based separa-
tors can be used in solid–liquid and solid–gas separation to 
prepare for the subsequent further analysis. Accurate and 
rapid separation of abiotic particles, which have no related bio-
logical or chemical activity, can be simply achieved by physical 
methods and characterized according to their size, quantity, or 
concentration.

Inspired by hydrocyclone, a widely used particle separa-
tion technology in macroscale industrial processes, Han et  al. 
developed a microscale hydrocyclone with critical feature size 
as small as 250 μm, which is able to separate particles as small 
as 3.7 μm, by taking advantages of 3D printing using SLA cou-
pled with DLP.[129] VP breaks through the limitation of using 
traditional microfabrication technology to realize the internal 
helical structure of hydrocyclone and guarantee the separa-
tion performance of the device. Figure 8a shows a representa-
tive 3D-printed microfluidic device, which has a hydrodynamic 
focusing chamber with a focusing junction to achieve streams 
selectively passing through and realize the particle-by-particle 
counting.[130] With embedded optical fibers, the device has 
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the potential to evolve toward specific measurements, such as 
the ability to distinguish between cells and particles.[130]

3.4.3. Biomolecular Sensors

Biochemical sensors refer to integrated devices that convert 
certain biological or chemical particles into a readable signal, 
such as optical and thermal changes, electrochemical reaction 
phenomenon, and mass-induced vibrations.[117] According to 

different signal conversion principles, such biosensors can be 
divided into optical-based sensors, amperometric sensors, mag-
netic-based sensors, and resonance frequency variation-based 
sensors, etc. Because optical-based sensing is intuitive and easy 
to read, it is widely used in microfluidic devices as qualitative 
sensing,[118] while accurate quantitative perception is commonly 
achieved through the integration of electrochemistry or other 
kinds of systems.[131]

Depends on the chromogenic or luminescent reactions of 
biomolecules, VP-printed microfluidic devices can be used as 

Figure 8. VP-based microfluidic devices and applications in particle and biosensing. a) The 3D-printed device with hydrodynamic focusing and detec-
tion ability. Reproduced with permission.[130] Copyright 2018, Elsevier. b) The operation of the device with a droplet flow regime and a screw-driven 
push–pull peristaltic micropump (left), and the lactate assay being performed on-chip (right). Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.[137] Copyright 2019, The Authors. Springer Nature. c) Directly printed sensing layer based on hydrogels 
entrapped with horseradish peroxidase or glucose oxidase. Reproduced with permission.[140] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. d) Working 
principle of the microfluidic device that can generate Dean vortices. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International License.[149] Copyright 2015, The Authors. Springer Nature. e) Specific recognition of the MIP and its potential in fabricating woodpile-type 
porous 3D microstructures. Reproduced with permission.[153] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
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biomolecular sensors to detect enzymes and DNA.[132] Bishop 
et al. demonstrated SLA-printed microfluidic devices with elec-
trodes incorporated to detect phosphate buffer solutions and 
intact or damaged DNA by electrochemiluminescence (ECL) 
measurements.[133] For good transparency, the clear acrylate-
based resin was employed, which allows the measurement of 
ECL generated by the reaction. Under certain conditions, the 
concentration of the core actants contained in DNA is linearly 
related to the ECL intensity. Tang et al. developed a rapid and 
sensitive microfluidic device, which can detect cancer bio-
marker protein through chemiluminescence.[134] With a pro-
grammable syringe pump and a charge-coupled device camera, 
the entire assay protocol can be automated. The high precision 
of SLA 3D printing ensures channel integrity and eliminates 
leakage of the microfluidic devices.

To sum up, the ability to integrate with electronics is impor-
tant for microfluidic devices to realize automated control of 
more complex and flexible sequences of fluid movements, 
and more optimized integration strategies were indicated in 
recent papers.[118] Kadimisetty et  al. also developed an auto-
mated system to evaluate the DNA damage instigated by envi-
ronmental inputs like cigarette smoke by detecting ECL.[135] 
The microfluidic arrays have three sample chambers with 
microwells on the detection chip to facilitate reactions with 
enzyme/DNA films in the wells, and the damage degree of 
DNA is measured by ECL intensity. Similarly, Kadimisetty et al. 
reported another automated ECL array used for multiplexed 
detection of up to eight different proteins in human serum.[136] 
Using a sandwich assay design, the SLA-printed microfluidic 
cells introduce samples and reagents by passing them over a 
single-walled CNT that could then be activated to generate the 
ECL signal. Remarkably, the total cost of an array is reduced to 
$0.65 and eight-protein prostate cancer biomarkers in human 
serum samples can be detected within 25 min. Polyjet-based 
3D printing also shows great potential in manufacturing highly 
integrated microfluidic devices with multiple functions. Night-
ingale et  al. presented a microfluidic device act as a wearable 
sensor for monitoring biomolecule levels that combines con-
tinuous fluid sampling with in situ analysis using wet-chemical 
assays.[137] As shown in Figure 8b, a droplet flow regime and a 
screw-driven push–pull peristaltic micropump were integrated 
to form the fully autonomous and efficient detector. As a proof 
of concept, the lactate level in dermal tissue was tracked by the 
sensor and the result was in close agreement with standard off-
line analysis and consistent with changes in peripheral blood 
levels.

Achieving direct printing of sensing materials instead of 
just cavities or channels, precision processing of biomaterials 
and other functional materials such as enzymes, antibodies, 
artificial catalysts, nanomaterials, and the development of 
resins with good biocompatibility are major challenges to be 
addressed. With the emerging of high-efficiency photoinitiators 
and high-absorbance photosensitizers, VP has become a prom-
ising alternative to process PDMS.[138] Hydrogels are another 
ideal biocompatible alternatives and it has been adopted to be 
microfluidic biomedical devices.[139] Using PEG-700-DA, a study 
reported by Mandon et  al. preliminary confirmed the possi-
bility of using DLP to produce hydrogel-based sensing layers 
with microstructures composed of enzymes and antibodies.[140] 

A printed sensing layer containing glucose oxidase and peroxi-
dase was printed and chemiluminescent signals were gener-
ated by a continuous enzyme reaction, as shown in Figure 8c. 
Except for that, models of fanciful ball, 3D pixel, and propeller 
were printed with entrapped peroxidase and glucose oxidase in 
the hydrogel. Propeller-like architectures were also fabricated 
as the sensing layers for the detection of brain natriuretic pep-
tides. Besides, Chiadò et  al. improved the immobilization of 
biorecognition elements by intrinsic functionality. Active moie-
ties like carboxyl groups were introduced into different kinds of 
photocurable resin systems to print microfluidic devices for the 
detection of cancer angiogenesis biomarkers such as vascular 
endothelial growth factor and angiopoietin-2 by a colorimetric 
immunoassay.[141]

In addition to luminous reaction, Dirkzwager et  al. devel-
oped a magnetic bead-based reactive colorimetric well diag-
nostic device for malaria by using SLA 3D printing.[142] By using 
the intrinsic enzymatic activity of a malaria biomarker, which 
generates a visible blue color in response to plasmodium posi-
tive samples, recombinant malaria biomarker at ng mL−1 con-
centrations using low sample volumes (20 μL) was successfully 
detected. Beauchamp et al. demonstrated a microfluidic device 
for detecting preterm birth biomarkers through electrophoresis 
separation.[143] SLA was used to print the microfluidic device 
with valves, pumps, chip-to-chip interconnects, and the pre-
term birth biomarker immunoaffinity capture structures with 
the minimum size characteristics of the channel up to 18  × 
20  μm. Bertana et  al. developed an electric-based dopamine 
biosensor made by 3D organic electrochemical transistors 
composite PEGDA:PEDOT resin.[144] The sensing material was 
printed directly and the sensing response is guaranteed by the 
good electrical conductance, bulk ionic diffusion mechanism, 
gating response in organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) 
architectures of PEGDA:PEDOT. Compared with PEDOT:PSS, 
PEGDA:PEDOT OECTs showed an enhanced sensitivity of 
0.41 V dec−1 toward dopamine detection.

3.4.4. Bacteria and Molecule Sensors

Traditionally, monitoring bacteria have several mature methods 
without cultivation, such as polymerase chain reaction,[145] 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy,[146] fluorescence 
spectroscopy, and surface plasmon resonance.[147] For micro-
fluidic devices, isolation and culture of the detected bacteria 
and molecules are two major applications.[148] The introduc-
tion of magnetic particles and a magnetic field for precon-
centration is one solution for isolation. VP ensures the shape 
and size of the microchannels and an effective combination of 
magnetic particles and targets. Typically, Lee et  al., presented 
an SLA 3D-printed microfluidic device for separating patho-
genic bacteria, Escherichia coli captured from milk through 
inertial focusing.[149] Figure 8d shows the design of the device 
and the separation scheme for isolating magnetic nanopar-
ticle clusters–E. coli complexes. Magnetic nanoparticles were 
attached to E.  coli via antibody and act as capturer, and bacte-
rial concentration was determined by bioluminescence meas-
urements of adding adenosine triphosphate extracted from 
the bacteria to freeze-dried luciferin and luciferase powder.[149] 
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The Dean vortices were generated as the fluid passes through 
a curved microchannel to separate particles into different sizes 
(Figure 8d).

Surface plasma resonance (SPR) spectroscopy based on 
plasma interface is a common method for no-label and real-
time analysis and detection.[150] Relying on the good surface 
finish characteristics of VP, it is an ideal candidate for the man-
ufacturing of optical components, notably high-quality, custom 
prisms for biosensing. Hinman et  al. reported 3D-printed 
custom prisms that enable Kretschmann configured plasmonic 
sensing of bacterial toxins.[151] Equilateral prisms were printed 
via SLA with simple benchtop polishing procedures, and it 
was deposited with a gold layer as the plasmonic surface for 
a standard Kretschmann configuration setup. After attaching a 
tethered lipid bilayer and GM1 to capture cholera toxin, it was 
able to detect with good sensitivity. Gold nanoparticles were 
also grown on the surface of a dove prism via polydopamine for 
using in the single-axis configuration of SPR.[151]

Except for microfluidic device-based biochemical reactions, 
resonance measurement is a common physical method used 
in microcantilever-based mass-sensing, its high sensitivity 
to small mass objects is ideal for measuring particles, such 
as viruses, DNA, or nanoparticles.[152] VP provides technical 
support for miniaturization and refinement of the resonant 
mechanical structures. However, to achieve molecular recogni-
tion of cantilever beams, one challenge is to print the advanced 
functional material directly. Gomez et  al. proposed a method 
of using TPP to create micro–nanostructured microbiosen-
sors based on molecularly imprinted polymers, a biomaterial 
allowing the molecular recognition and binding of target ana-
lytes with a high affinity and specificity.[153] Figure 8e shows the 
molecular recognition ability of the printed microstructured 
MIP and indicates the possibility to create highly multiplexed 
biochip-like devices allowing the detection of several molecules 
on the same chip. The woodpile type porous 3D microstruc-
tures generated different fluorescence signals when binding 
with certain molecules, which shows good accessibility of the 
binding sites and the possibility to make a microcantilever-
based sensing structure. Finally, the cantilever sensor including 
their clamped base was printed in a single step on a glass sup-
port. The resonance frequency is measured before and after 
the incubation of the analyte, and the concentration of the ana-
lyte was measured from relative frequency shift. What’s more, 
Stassi et al. demonstrated a microcantilever with intrinsic func-
tionalities for mass-sensing.[154] The device was prepared by 
an acrylic-based formulation with the addition of acrylic acid, 
which was able to selectively measure the incubations of the 
recombinant protein G and horseradish peroxidase-conjugated 
goat antimouse immunoglobulin G.

In conclusion, VP provides a faster, cheaper, and more 
accessible single-step procedure in manufacturing prototypes 
of microfluidic devices and microcantilever-based sensing 
structures. It can readily combine multiple components and 
processes in a single device. Currently, VP fabricated sensing 
elements or fully printed biosensors and bioanalytical devices 
are rare. Because the processing of sensing material nor-
mally depends on excellent printing conditions to ensure the 
biological activity of the material. Besides, the preparation 
of the sensing layer requires ultrafine printing resolution to 

ensure the reliability and stability of the sensors. While the 
development of photocurable hydrogel-based materials has 
demonstrated one possible solution, more importantly, its 
potential for other sensing and stimulus responses opens up 
the possibility of integrating multifunctional devices in the 
future.

4. Fabrication of Actuators via VP

Actuators, which refer to the devices that integrate stimuli-
responsive materials with mechanisms to transduce external 
stimulus into motions,[155] are core elements for machines and 
robots. The stimuli can be heat,[156] water,[157] electric or mag-
netic field,[158] light,[159] etc. Yet, the pressure-driven actuators, 
represented by pneumatic and hydraulic actuators, are another 
common type, which can rapidly output high power, has the 
potential of lightweight and performs arbitrary deformation 
through constraint structural design.[160] However, the connec-
tion requirement of a large pump or compressor limits their 
operating scenarios. While the stimuli such as electric and mag-
netic fields allow for micrometer-scale miniaturization, being 
remotely controlled and rapidly modulated.[161] Light-induced 
actuation is usually applied in remote rapid response on a 
small scale as well, and it shows potential in energy harvesting, 
self-cleaning surfaces, sensors, and photocontrolled micro-
fluidics.[162] Based on swell/deswell effect of hydrogels, mois-
ture- or solvent-induced actuations can cause large volumetric 
changes, however, they are sensitive to the environment, usu-
ally isotropic and the response speed is highly dependent on 
changes in solution composition.[163] These actuators are more 
suitable for operating in fluids and precisely controlled envi-
ronments, such as valves and pumps for microfluidic devices 
mentioned above. Among all the stimuli, the thermal stimulus 
is the most common one, and it can be converted from other 
stimuli to achieve localized stimulus, such as light or electricity.

In fact, the conventional actuators are confined by the simple 
uniform distribution of moments in a rigid body. They are 
often difficult to realize internal deformation and cannot meet 
the requirements of a safe human–machine interface.[161] In 
manufacturing soft actuators, the traditional manufacturing 
approaches, such as molding and soft lithography, require high 
precision, and the constraint structure is often designed to be 
a relatively simple geometric shape.[164] Recent advances in AM 
have introduced 4D printing,[165] in which, the shape, property, 
and functionality of a 3D-printed structure could evolve with 
time when it is exposed to a predetermined stimulus, providing 
new technical support for the development of actuators.[166] 
4D printing originates from the development of 3D printers 
combined with printable smart materials, which refers to the 
functional polymers and nanocomposites that undergo struc-
tural changes upon exposure to external stimuli. Currently, 
3D printing technologies, such as direct ink writing (DIW),[167] 
SLA,[168] inkjet printing,[169] and selective laser sintering 
(SLS)[170] are explored to achieve 4D printing by demonstrating 
the shape memory effect of structures.

The related smart materials also have been widely reported 
in the past decade, which include shape memory alloys 
(SMAs),[171] shape memory ceramics (SMCs),[172] shape memory 
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polymers (SMPs)[173] and hydrogels,[108] dielectric elastomers,[174] 
and liquid crystal elastomers.[175]

With the emergence of novel photocurable smart materials, 
VP has made great progress in printing stimuli-responsive 
structures, and various functions are realized, including active 
origami, self-folding or self-assembly, self-healing, and other 
stimuli-based actuation.[17] Compared with SMAs and SMCs, 
SMPs and hydrogels are two major smart materials used in 
VP methods due to their printability, large deformation ability, 
alternative driving mechanisms, light weight, and low price.[176] 
With the high-resolution and highly free manufacturing capa-
bility for 3D structures, VP accelerates the miniaturization of 
actuators, besides, the emerging of biodegradable and biocom-
patible hydrogels show a promising application prospect in 
vivo. Furthermore, Polyjet can process multiple smart materials 
to achieve multishape memory effect and sequent actuations, 
especially in the case of manufacturing fiber-like, layered, and 
fabric structures without complex 3D structures.

The selection of response mechanism is critical for the appli-
cation of soft actuators, because stimuli should be configured 
based on different scenarios. In Section 4, the recent progress 
of VP in actuator manufacturing, and other shape shifting 
structures and devices will be introduced according to the stim-
uli-responsive mechanisms.

4.1. Temperature-Induced Actuation

SMPs and hydrogels are two major thermal-responsive materials 
used in VP.[166] A SMP commonly consists of two relatively inde-
pendent phases in its structure, which are the fixed phase and 
the reversible phase, respectively. The fixed phase determines 
the permanent shape and can be formed by physical or chemical 
crosslinks, while the reversible phase allows temporary shape 
deformation and shape recovery. The shape memory process of 
an SMP includes programming and shape recovery.[177] A typical 
deformation cycle of an SMP induced by temperature includes: 
1) defining the temporary shape of SMP with applied external 
forces over Tperm, the temperature that must be exceeded, 
2) keeping the external forces until the temperature drops down 
to the thermal transition temperature Ttrans to set the shape (in 
some cases, Ttrans could be the glass transition temperature Tg 
and others the melting temperature Tm), and 3) Raising the tem-
perature above Ttrans again and releases the internal stress, and 
restores the SMP to its permanent shape.[178]

Extrusion- and jet-based AM are relatively easier to print 
SMPs as they can process inks with both rigid parts and elas-
tomeric parts by simply mixing two different materials. Fur-
thermore, sequential complex shape change can be realized 
by the integration of different SMPs with discrete or reversible 
transitions.[27b,179] However, the poor mechanical properties and 
the immutable glass transition temperature impede such SMPs 
from being widely used.[180]

For VP, one challenge is keeping SMPs printable throughout 
the programming process. The resins typically used in VP 
are highly crosslinked thermoset polymers, and therefore the 
resultant parts are stiff and rigid with poor shape memory prop-
erties.[181] To generate shape memory effect in an SLA-printed 
part, Choong et al. introduced the tert-butyl acrylate-co-di(ethylene 

glycol) diacrylate network, which consists of a monomer  
with shorter chains that enable large plastic deformation into 
a temporary shape, as the soft component, and crosslinker 
with strong covalent bonds or intermolecular interactions with 
each other that remain thermally stable to define the perma-
nent shape, as the hard component.[181] A shape memory C60 
bucky ball with two temporary shapes is shown in Figure 9a, 
however, the insufficient stretchability (failure strain of 8.79% 
when temperatures below Tg and 18.2% when temperatures 
above Tg) prevents it from being used in further actuation 
applications. Also, the one-way shape change is irreversible, 
resulting in a requirement of reprogramming for reuse. There-
fore, the development of two-way SMPs (which means the 
material can undergo a spontaneous reversible transformation 
between two shapes with alternating external conditions)[182] is 
of great significance for SMP used in actuator applications.[183] 
Zarek et  al. demonstrated an SLA printer with a customized 
heated resin bath printing that can overcome the poor pro-
cessing characteristics of thermosets and enables complex 
shape memory geometries.[15c] Polycaprolactone (PCL), a sem-
icrystalline polymer, was covalently linked with methacrylate 
groups as the resin and heated to a molten state to be photopo-
lymerized. Figure 9b shows a series of shape memory models, 
including a bird, an Eiffel Tower, and a temperature-controlled 
reversible electric switch with conductivity obtained by inkjet-
printed silver nanoparticles. When PCL is co-crosslinked with 
2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) units, which contains mul-
tiple hydrogen bonding interactions and reversible intermolec-
ular crosslinks, it can be used to print self-healing and shape 
memory structures. Invernizzi et al. developed such a polymer 
(PCLDMA/UPyMA) to realize thermally triggered self-healing 
and shape memory at the same time.[70] However, only ≈50% 
of its original tensile strength and ≈20% of its original failure 
strain were recovered after healing and the printed structure 
stayed in the only 2D. Based on that, Zhang et al. used PCL as 
the self-healing agent, benzyl methacrylate as the chain builder 
and poly(ethylene glycol)-dimethacrylate as the crosslinker to 
prepare a highly deformable and 3D printable SMP network 
with self-healing and shape memory abilities.[184] The high-
resolution (up to 30  μm) of DLP was fully utilized that grip-
pers and stents were printed and the mechanical properties of a 
damaged structure can be recovered to more than 90%.

In order to develop an SMP with further improved toughness, 
shape recovery ratios and permanent shape reconfiguration, 
Miao et  al. created dynamic imine bonds between monomers 
and crosslinker in the SMP networks.[185] Smart devices such 
as aerospace structures, soft robotic grippers, smart electron 
switches, and intelligent packaging were printed and the recon-
figurability of this SMP shows an expanded application scope 
of 4D printing materials. Epoxy resin is another thermoset 
resin that can be developed for shape memory applications.[179a] 
By controlling the crosslink density, shape memory epoxy 
resins can be printed with improved toughness and good 
shape memory properties. Yu et  al. used an epoxy-acrylate 
hybrid photopolymer to print shape memory 3D structures 
that show good mechanical properties, including high strength 
and good toughness due to the composition and structure of 
the hybrid photopolymer.[186] To achieve higher tailorable SMP 
thermomechanical properties, Ge et al. presented a PμSL-based 
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4D printing method that can create SMP architectures with 
rubbery modulus from 1 to 100  MPa, Tg from −50 to 180  °C, 
and the failure strain up to 300% by using benzyl methacrylate 
and several difunctional acrylate oligomers.[187] A series of mul-
timaterial grippers and flowers were manufactured through a 
multi-vat approach, which enables the materials to be placed 
at different positions to realize the reversible shape change of 
grippers.

Triple and multiple SMPs, which refer to the SMPs that 
have three or more temporary shapes, are achieved based on 
the incorporation of a broad thermal transition range into the 
polymer or the introduction of two or more discrete thermal 
transitions into the polymer.[188] The significance of multiple 
SMPs can be reflected in the work done by Peng et  al., who 
formulated an acrylic acid-based photocurable triple SMP and 
fabricated flowers and microfluidic devices by a DLP printer.[189] 

Figure 9. VP-based temperature- or light-induced shape memory structures and Polyjet-based multimaterials shape memory structures. a) The tem-
perature-induced shape memory ball with two temporary shapes. Reproduced with permission.[181] Copyright 2017, Elsevier. b) SLA-printed molten 
macromethacrylate-based shape memory model in any shape (left), and a shape memory electric switch (right). Reproduced with permission.[15c] 
Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. c) Sequential SMP components and 4D printing with gradient by grayscale DLP. Reproduced under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution NonCommercial License 4.0 CC BY-NC[191] Copyright 2019, The Authors, AAAS. d) Bimaterial heterostructures to realize temper-
ature-induced directional actuation (top), and the experimental and numerical results of complex actuation (bottom). Reproduced under the terms of 
the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.[200] Copyright 2019, The Authors. Springer Nature. e) A self-folding box printed by 
Polyjet. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.[180] Copyright 2015, The Authors. Springer 
Nature. f) Comparison between SMP-based 4D printing and the direct 4D printing approach (left), and its application in printing structures consisting 
of multiple elements (right). Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial License 4.0 CC BY-NC[179b] Copyright 
2017, The Authors, AAAS. g) Picture of the light-responsive metamaterial (left), and its spectral response without illumination (right). Reproduced under 
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.[205] Copyright 2020, The Authors. Springer Nature.
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The shape change of the flower can be programmed in three 
ways, which means the petals can open in different orders con-
trolled by the temperature, and the nozzle of the microfluidic 
device can be placed in three grooves at different temperatures. 
For another example, Inverardi et al. used a commercially avail-
able resin (Clear FLGPCL02) with a broad glass transition to 
realize a multiple and sequential recovery, and a self-locking 
clamp was printed according to the triple shape changing effect 
of this SMP.[190] Based on that, grayscale DLP 3D printing for 
materials with widely tunable mechanical property gradients 
achieves the printing of multiple SMPs with heterostructure. 
Kuang et  al. introduced a two-stage curing hybrid ink system 
to obtain functionally graded materials with a mechanical gra-
dient up to three orders of magnitude and high-resolution.[191] 
Depending on the tunable grayscale level from G20 to G80, a 
series of sequential shape change structures were realized, such 
as a helical sequentially curved hinge, an artificial arm and a 
film with asymmetric fiber distribution, as shown in Figure 9c.

Compared with SMPs, hydrogels have significant mechan-
ical strength disadvantages and the actuation of hydrogels is 
essentially driven by water swelling and shrinkage, thus, the 
response speed is relatively slow and the shape change is not 
stable. However, the water retention of hydrogels is often sen-
sitive to various external stimuli, of which temperature is the 
most common one.[192]

The homogeneous structure can only make the hydrogel 
actuator achieve simple uniform expansion/contraction under 
the uniform stimulus, while the expected actuations are typi-
cally inhomogeneous, which occurs at different magnitudes 
in different directions. The ambient temperature rise around 
hydrogels is usually uniform, while the nonuniform tem-
perature control is usually achieved by indirect heating, such 
as Joule heating,[193] photothermal effect,[194] and hysteresis 
effect,[171] as well as remotely controlled by a magnetic field.[195]

Another method to achieve the anisotropic deformation 
relies on the fabrication of asymmetrical distribution in mate-
rial properties, composition, or microstructure across the 
hydrogel.[196] VP provides easy access to each individual building 
layer during fabrication and gives absolute spatial control over 
material placement and structure creation over the entire pro-
cess,[196] so that the actuators can perform motions more accu-
rately. Ji et  al. arranged microstructures (parallel grooves) on 
the side of hydrogel strips, resulting in the bending or twisting 
deformations due to the asymmetrical swelling, to perform 
various complex deformations.[197] A thermal-responsive, water 
temperature controlled shaping-morphing gripper was printed 
and applied for transporting a hollowed ball. Such kind of struc-
tural design is also commonly used in pneumatic and hydraulic 
actuators, which will be introduced in Section 4.6.

N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM)-based hydrogels are one 
of the most appropriate hydrogels for soft actuators as they 
can be hydrophobic and expel water when the temperature is 
only slightly elevated above its lower critical solution tempera-
ture.[198] According to this characteristic, Han et  al. developed 
the poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM) hydrogel with 
microstructures via PμSL and realized virtual bilayer beam with 
different swelling characteristics by controlling the light inten-
sity.[199] A gripper consisting of four beams was fabricated using 
two different grayscale levels. The difference in the swelling 

ratio between the two regions caused the bend of the beam 
toward the center at high temperature. A dumbbell-shaped 
structure was also printed, half of which was joined by an 
ionic monomer, causing the local shrinkage as the temperature 
rose. Similarly, Hippler et al. introduced pNIPAM-based bima-
terial hetero-microstructures that exhibit complex actuation 
responses, which are in good agreement with numerical pre-
dictions, as shown in Figure 9d.[200] By controlling the intensity 
of light, the so-called gray-tone lithography approach of TPP, a 
highly localized control over the crosslinking density and con-
sequently of the thermoresponse of the structure was achieved, 
and the minimum feature size is less than 30 μm.

Shiblee et  al. developed poly(dimethyl acrylamide-co-stearyl 
acrylate and/or lauryl acrylate) (PDMAAm-co-SA and/or LA)-
based shape memory hydrogel, which has tunable mechanical 
properties, by adjusting the concentrations of the crystalline 
monomer SA or LA.[15a] A customized 3D printer was used to 
print a macroscopic soft gripper with a bilayer structure via 
multi-vat 3D printing.[201]

Compared with the multi-vat approach of VP, Polyjet-based 
multimaterial printing is a more convenient alternative for 
processing photocurable materials. A typical work studied by 
Mao et al. demonstrated a so-called digital SMP printing which 
achieved a sequenced folding of a hinge structure under a spa-
tially uniform temperature field.[180] Two base materials, VeroW-
hite and TangoBlack, were mixed at specific ratios to achieve 
prescribed thermomechanical and shape memory behaviors so 
that printing parts can change their shape in sequence without 
self-collision by adjusting the proportion. By using this strategy, 
a 3D folding box was successively made, as shown in Figure 9e. 
Ding et al. proposed a direct 4D printing method using SMPs 
to integrate programming into the printing process, which 
means that the sample can change its shape immediately after 
printing without any composition change required by gel-based 
4D printing or the thermomechanical training required by 
SMP-based 4D printing.[179b] As Figure  9f shows, it integrates 
five separate printing and programming steps into a single one. 
As a proof of concept, lattice structures, flat star-shaped struc-
tures, and flowers consisting of multiple petals were printed 
with flexibility offered through the combination of geometrical, 
material, and processing design parameters.

4.2. Light-Induced Actuation

When exposed to specific wavelengths, photoresponsive 
materials can be triggered for a reversible photomechanical 
actuation mainly in two ways: photothermal effect[202] and photo-
chemical effect.[203] In the photothermal case, the presence of  
an ideal absorber, which absorbs light and converts the energy into 
heat, can trigger actuations while avoiding thermal lag, thermal dif-
fusion, and nonuniform heat distribution. While the photochem-
ical effect is based on photoreactions of light-sensitive groups, 
such as photoisomerization and photodimerization.[159] In this 
case, a chemical reaction is used to power and control mechanical 
motion.[159] Limited by the mechanisms, the photoresponsive actu-
ators can only perform tasks at a small scale commonly.

In the presence of near-infrared light, the forced reso-
nance vibration process in the photon–phonon interaction 
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of graphene can increase the degree of disorder and generate 
thermal kinetic energy.[204] Inspired by this mechanism, Lyu 
et  al. developed photothermally responsive composites pro-
duced by reduced graphene oxide-filled chitosan-methacryla-
mide (rGO–chitosan-MA) patterned on thiolated PDMS sub-
strates.[204] The so-called maskless DLP technology was used 
to print a bilayered structure with gradient rGO–chitosan-MA 
thicknesses(2–8 μm) by controlling the light intensity.[204] Self-
rolling and self-folding structures, a “walking worm” structure 
and a kirigami-inspired flower structure were printed as a proof 
of concept. With a similar structure design scheme, bimate-
rial hetero-microstructures by controlling the intensity of light, 
Hippler et al. used photo initiator Irgacure-819 in the pNIPAM-
based network as the light absorber and realized two-photon 
absorption induced local bending at a fast speed.[200]

Azopolymers are well-known molecular photoswitches whose 
photoisomerization process constitutes the underlying mecha-
nism for many photoinduced effects including mechanical photo-
actuation.[205] Polymers containing azobenzene units have been 
reported to be used in VP methods to produce photoresponsive 
devices recently. Aromatic azo compounds usually have relatively 
stable trans structures, unless when the appropriate wavelength 
of light is irradiated, the trans structure will gradually trans-
form into a cis structure, and it is reversible when irradiated 
by visible light.[206] By using this photoisomerization process, 
many photoinduced effects, such as photofluidization,[207] mass 
migration,[208] tuning of elastic modulus[209] or wettability,[210] 
and mechanical photoactuation can be achieved.[205] Roppolo 
et  al. introduced azobenzene compounds within photocurable 
polymer formulations and achieve accurate DLP 3D printing of 
crosslinked matrices.[211] Under laser irradiation, the softening 
and hardening can occur depending on the Tg of the polymer 
matrix and the operating temperature. In addition, Gliozzi et al. 
fabricated a light-responsive elastic metamaterial waveguide by 
using methyl red as azo-dopant to determine the tuned transmis-
sion spectrum of the metamaterial through the light field.[205] The 
Young’s modulus of the metamaterial can be reduced due to the 
photoisomerization of the azo-unit, resulting in a corresponding 
modification of the finite waveguide elastic response of the met-
amaterial and the overall metamaterial band gap can be signifi-
cantly widened under a local illumination (Figure 9g). It can be 
used as an elastic-switch functionality with a 1 min lag time and 
the light response components such as beam splitters, switches, 
and filters can bring substantial improvements to active elasto-
wave-controlled devices.[205]

Photoresponsive smart materials applied in biological lab-
on-a-chip technologies and microfluidic systems provide 
a possibility to realize precise control, such as the delivery 
of ultralow-volume sample aliquots to precise locales and 
isolation, patterning and harvest of microscopic populations of 
cells for molecular characterization.[212] Other stimuli such as 
pH and ion often require large shifts, both of which may have 
a deleterious, and potentially prohibitive, impact on the func-
tion of microdevices (e.g., microfluidic platforms) and viability 
be fabricated into light-responsive functional cell enclosures by 
multiphoton photolithography.[212] Based on the light-triggered 
photoexpansion and photocontraction, these photoresponsive 
protein microarchitectures were used to capture, “farm,” and 
release small populations of microorganisms.

4.3. Moisture- or Solvent-Induced Actuation

Moisture- or solvent-induced actuation does not require any arti-
ficial source of active energy, but utilizing the humidity gradient 
of the environment to drive the actuator. There are three main 
mechanisms associated with moisture-responsive materials: 
the plastic effect, in which the absorption of water decreases 
the Tg level of the material, leading to a shape change,[213] the 
breaking and reforming of hydrogen bonds induced Tg reduc-
tion,[214] and the swell/deswell effect of hydrogels as mentioned 
in Section  3.3.[215] There is no doubt that hydrogels are one of 
the most effective materials to respond to changes in water 
content. Their ability to expand in the presence of water can 
be precisely adjusted and the above-mentioned methods for 
directionality shape change, such as the introduction of asym-
metrical distribution in material properties, composition, and 
microstructure design are still valid in this type. Zhao et  al. 
demonstrated a bilayer water-responsive structure consists of 
hydrophilic PEGDA as the expansion part and hydrophobic 
poly(propylene glycol)dimethacrylate as the rigid part,[216] 
resulting in directional bending in water. Both materials are 
photocurable and thus can easily be patterned to complex shapes 
by using DLP (e.g., flower structure as Figure 10a shows).

By controlling the light irradiation intensity during the 
photopolymerization of hydrogels, a gradient of crosslinking 
density within a layer can be created.[15b]

Huang et al. demonstrated a digital printing device and cre-
ated hydrogels with 2D gradient structures by adjusting expo-
sure time to achieve different crosslinking densities.[15b] As 
Figure  10b shows, the swelling effect transformed the printed 
flat sheet into a 3D round cap.

When the cured hydrogels are immersed in ethanol for 
rinsing, uncured monomers in the less irradiated portion will 
diffuse out and leave behind loose spaces in the network.[168] 
Small solvent molecules can then infiltrate the loose network 
of hydrogels, increasing the volume of the hydrogels. While 
after drying, the so-called desolvation effect occurs, which can 
inverse this process and achieve a reversible shape change.[217] 
Benefiting from VP, local insufficient curing can be achieved 
more accurately and structures such as cartoon face mask, 
theater,[15b] flowers,[218] origamis, and grippers[219] were applied 
in solvent-induced inhomogeneous expansion and contraction. 
Figure  10c depicts an SLA-based 4D printing system developed 
by Miao et al., who investigated the autonomous and reversible 
shape change induced by desolvation.[218a] The printed structures 
changed shape in ethanol and recovered in water reversibly. From 
planar structure to structures with 3D characteristics, Zhao et al. 
developed a photocurable PEGDA-based hydrogel and created 
desolvation-induced shape change structures by selective expo-
sure.[219] Origami (Figure  10d), bending structures, self-folding 
structures and a solvent-assisted gripper were realized. Also by 
desolvation-induced deformation, Han et  al. presented a min-
iaturized needle with backward-facing barbs (200  μm wide) for 
drug delivery, biofluid, collection, and biosensing with improved 
tissue adhesion, as shown in Figure 9e.[168]

In addition, Jin et al. developed a set of heterogeneous stim-
ulus-responsive hydrogels that can be printed into arbitrary 3D 
shapes with sub-micrometer features by TPP.[220] Various defor-
mation-amplified mechanisms were achieved by programming 
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the exposure dosage of femtosecond laser pulses to create 
hydrogels distributed with different crosslinking densities, stiff-
nesses, and swelling/shrinking degrees.[220]

4.4. Electricity-Induced Actuation

In addition to inducing directional actuation in the form of 
joule heat,[14c] electric field can also induce electrochemical 
actuation directly. Compared with the former two types, elec-
tric stimulus is easy to accurately and rapidly adjust the magni-
tude, phase, and frequency, achieving immediate and reversible 
response.[161] Polymers and gels that are able to convert elec-
trical energy into mechanical energy include conductive poly-
mers,[221] liquid-crystalline elastomer,[222] and CNTs.[223] Among 
them, electroactive hydrogel (EAH) is commonly used for the 
preparation of VP-based actuators due to its bionic properties 
and processability.

Han et al. developed an EAH consists of AA as a monomer 
and PEGDA 700 as a crosslinker, which has large deformation 

in electrolytes under the electric field.[224] According to Flory’s 
theory and Donnan equilibrium, bending of the EAH can be 
caused by the motion of ions, which can induce osmotic pres-
sure difference. The balance of which can be broken by the 
applied external electric field, resulting in nonuniform swelling 
between the interfaces, which causes the EAH bending toward 
the cathode.[224] Relies on the high-resolution of PμSL, an EAH-
based gripper and a transporter were achieved as shown in 
Figure 11a.

The classic bilayer heterostructure is still feasible in electric-
responsive actuation to acquire directivity. Han et  al. devel-
oped a rapid multimaterial projection microstereolithography 
using dynamic fluidic control of multiple liquid photopoly-
mers within an integrated fluidic cell.[225] A bilayer hydrogel 
beam consisting of hydrogels with different swelling properties 
under an electric field is shown in Figure  11b. Various modes 
and degrees of bending deformation were also realized by 
combining applied stimuli simultaneously (Figure  11b). Kang 
et  al. proposed a poly(3-sulfopropyl acrylate, potassium salt)-
based EAH with a mechanically enhancing multileg long-chain 

Figure 10. VP-based moisture- or solvent-responsive actuators. a) The hydrophilic/hydrophobic composite structures to achieve complex bending. 
Reproduced with permission.[216] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. b) The gradient 2D hydrogel structure that is able to transform into a 3D 
structure by swelling effect. Reproduced with permission.[15b] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. c) Schematic illustration of the stereolithographic printing pro-
cess (left), and the desolvation-driven claw architecture (right). Reproduced with permission.[218a] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. d) Desolvation-induced 
origami structures. Reproduced with permission.[219] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. e) The process to program deformation of horizontally printed barbs 
into the backward-facing shape (left), and the strong tissue adhesion ability of the microneedle array. Reproduced with permission.[168] Copyright 2020, 
Wiley-VCH.
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crosslinker, glycidyl methacrylated hyaluronic acid, effectively 
address the limitations of hydrogel brittleness and the inability 
to carry out large-scale 3D printing.[226]

4.5. Magnetism-Induced Actuation

The magnetic field is another stimulus that can realize 
remote actuation and wireless control of devices. Introducing 
magnetic fillers into flexible photocurable resins or loading 
magnetic particles onto printed structures by surface function-
alization process are common methods for VP to manufacture 
magnetic actuators. When these actuators are subjected to an 
external magnetic field, the magnetic particles in them will try 
to align with the field. Therefore, actuations such as torque, 

deformation, contraction, extension and bending can occur 
under the influence of the magnetic force. Different actuation 
modes of these actuators can be designed by varying the mag-
netic field, magnetization properties, and the overall structure 
of the actuator. Besides, magnetic-driven actuators are ideal 
candidates for working in confined spaces because of their 
good penetration toward a lot of media.[227]

Zhu et al. demonstrated a DLP-based novel 3D-printed tech-
nology called microscale continuous optical printing (μCOP) 
and fabricated hydrogel-based freely swimming microfish struc-
tures (about 30  μm high and 120  μm long).[228] By replacing 
solutions, Pt nanoparticles were loaded into the tail of a fish 
for propulsion, and Fe3O4 nanoparticles were loaded into the 
head of the fish for direction, as shown in Figure 11c. The time-
lapse images of the microfish’s movement in 15% H2O2 clearly 

Figure 11. VP-based electric field- or magnetic field-driven actuators. a) Two kinds of soft actuators with 3D-printed EAH driven by electric fields. 
Reproduced with permission.[224] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. b) Bilayer hydrogel beam printed by the electroactive hydrogels (left), and 
its various modes and degrees of bending deformation (right). Reproduced with permission.[225] Copyright 2019, Elsevier. c) The microfish with Fe3O4 
and Pt nanoparticles printed via μCOP method (top), and its moving ability driven by a rotating magnet (bottom). Reproduced with permission.[228] 
Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. d) The manufacture, fluorescence image, and the movement of ZIF-8@ABF microrobots. Reproduced with permission.[230] 
Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. e) Geometry, magnetization profile, and working mechanism of the magnetic microgripper (left), and the illustration and 
images of the cargo transportation task (right). Reproduced with permission.[231] Copyright 2019, AAAS.
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show the remote guidance ability of the microfish by rotating a 
nearby magnet. While μCOP in this example is limited to pat-
tern 2D structure on a relatively flat surface, which cannot meet 
the requirement of manufacturing 3D magnetic-responsive 
actuators with complex structure.

Through TPP, the magnetically driven actuators can be cre-
ated as micro- or nanorobots for future biomedical applications, 
such as diagnostics and drug delivery. The development of bio-
compatible and biodegradable materials and their magnetic 
properties are important. Wang et  al. reported a magnetically 
driven transient soft microswimmer (with a length of 30  μm, 
a radius of cylindrical cross-section of 1.5 μm) made by gelatin 
methacryloyl, a versatile photocrosslinkable hydrogel with 
high cytocompatibility and bioactivity. The microswimmer has 
a helical structure and is obtained magnetic by incubated in 
aqueous suspensions of Fe3O4 nanoparticles. As a motile plat-
form, it exhibits a unique swimming behavior under rotational 
magnetic fields and it can support cell adhesion, and growth, 
moreover, it can be gradually digested by cell-released enzymes 
during culture.[229] Similarly, they developed another magnetic-
driven helical-shaped microswimmer (with a helical diameter 
of around 10 μm, a filament diameter of ≈3 μm) coated with a 
zinc-based metal–organic framework, zeolitic imidazole frame-
work-8, which has magnetic property, high biocompatibility, 
and pH-responsive ability, as shown in Figure  11d. There-
fore, controlled by external magnetic fields, it can be used as 
a pH-responsive targeted drug delivery platform to carry and 
release drugs. The complex trajectories can be followed by this 
swimmer within microfluidic channels.[230]

However, due to the lack of suitable materials and manufac-
turing technology, the construction of 3D structures with high 
deformation degrees of freedom on such small scales is faced 
with challenges. To solve these problems, Xu et  al. reported a 
method for patterning permanent magnetic microparticles in 
an elastomer matrix to realized complex 3D shape transforma-
tion and locomotion.[231] Figure 11e shows a magnetically actu-
ated six-degree-of-freedom microgripper (with the geometrical 
feature size as small as 100  μm), which exhibits higher-order, 
multiaxis bending, large-angle bending, and combined bending 
and torsion ability. In addition, for biocompatibility, the mag-
netic particles were securely encased by cured polymer compos-
ites to avoid contact with the biological tissue.

4.6. Pneumatic and Hydraulic Actuation

Pneumatic or hydraulic actuation is obtained through the 
dynamic reconfiguration of gas or liquid within a chamber 
made of highly deformable materials. These actuators enable 
fast response, maintain compliance at cold temperatures,[232] 
and generate high forces with the existence of the external 
pump or compressor.[233] Both the structure of the chamber that 
facilitates fluid flow and the material used to fabricate affect 
the performance of the actuators, especially, the appropriate 
geometrically asymmetric structures and anisotropic materials 
can cause the inflation of the chamber can be converted into a 
directional deformation of the whole actuator.[233]

Pneumatic and hydraulic actuators are commonly used for 
mesoscale functions, which require relatively low precision, 

thus molding and soft lithography are feasible manufacturing 
options and are favored by commercial mass production. All 
kinds of commercial liquid elastic materials can be used to meet 
the requirements of various physical, chemical and mechanical 
properties (such as compliance, extensibility, and resilience),[234] 
and inextensible fibers can be added to further modify local 
stiffness and actuation profiles of the actuator.[235] However, 
VP methods avoid tedious and time-consuming iterative pro-
cessing or assembly steps during integration. More importantly, 
it enables the creation of highly complex microscale voids and 
channels with ≈20 μm as mentioned in Section 3, resulting in 
more miniaturized and versatile actuators for more elaborate 
tasks.[236] To manufacture actuators directly, the development of 
photocurable elastic resins that are comparable to commercial 
elastomers is crucial. Patel et al. introduced a highly stretchable 
(the maximum amount of stretch reaches 1100%) and UV cur-
able elastomer resin system consisting of EAA and AUD.[50] The 
tunable mechanical property can be achieved by adjusting the 
ratio of the two mixtures, which means a broader application 
scenario. As a proof of concept, soft pneumatic actuators were 
printed which can bear the local strain up to 170%.

For such gripper-type actuators, both flexibility and rigidity 
are indispensable as they can provide conformal and enough 
pressure to grab objects, respectively. Hence the mutually 
exclusive problem of strength and toughness becomes a classic 
materials-design problem. Inspired by nature, the tunable 
structural stiffness, achieved by multimaterial printing, allows a 
decentralized control of the actuators and improves its capabili-
ties and efficiency.[237] Zhang et al. presented a generic process 
flow for systematic and efficient tailoring of the material formu-
lation and key processing parameters for DLP.[164] The multi-
vat approach was adopted to print an assortment of miniature 
soft pneumatic grippers with various structures and morphing 
modes, as shown in Figure 12a. Remarkably, debris removal in 
a confined space was achieved by combining a miniature soft 
pneumatic gripper and a continuum manipulator. Thrasher 
et al. reported a series of resins with adjustable components and 
mechanical properties.[238] By using the stratification of resins 
with different densities in the vat, the build stage was posi-
tioned just above the liquid−liquid interface, which defined the 
upper and lower boundaries of the build layer, respectively, ena-
bling multimaterial printing. A pneumatic gripper was printed 
with a three-layer structure, which caused the differential strain 
of the gripper to enhance actuation efficiency. By developing 
a resin containing thiol–ene and condensation precursors, 
Wallin et al. created a kind of silicone double networks which 
simultaneously possess low elastic moduli (100  kPa < E100% 
< 670  kPa) and high elongation (dL/L0 ≈ 400%), toughness 
(U > 1 MJ m−3), and strength (σ ≈ 1 MPa).[239] More importantly, 
the printed objects exhibited excellent ability to integrate with 
other materials since the latent condensation reaction permits 
cohesive bonding of printed objects to dissimilar substrates 
with modulus gradients that span more than seven orders of 
magnitude.[239] Taking advantage of that, an elastomer-textile-
based orthotic glove, and a bellows actuator integrated with the 
printed circuit board containing temperature-sensitive LEDs 
were fabricated.

Different from pneumatic actuators, fluid selection in 
hydraulic actuators is stricter to ensure their chemical inertia, 
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environmentally friendly, and stability in extreme environ-
ments (for example, extreme temperature). Liquid such as 
mineral oils or silicone oils, carbon grease, water, and electror-
heological fluids can be used according to different needs, such 
as for cooling and actuation.[240]

Yuk et  al. introduced a biomimetic hydrogel-based actuator 
shown in Figure  12b that can perform hydraulic actuations 
with high-speed, high-force, and optically and sonically cam-
ouflaged in water.[234d] Various applications such as swimming, 
kicking a ball, or even catching a live goldfish were achieved 
by the actuator (Figure 12b). Mishra et al. demonstrated a soft 
hydraulic “smart” hand that can regulate its temperature by 
autonomic, localized sweating through microscale pores.[240a] 
As shown in Figure  12c, the fingers of the hand were printed 
with dynamic pores whose size varies with temperature via a 
custom-built multimaterial SLA system. pNIPAM and PAAm 
were selected to make up the body and fingers of the actuator 
respectively. Due to the distinct responses to temperature of 
these two composites, the PAAm layer expands under high 
temperature (T  >  30  °C), causing the pores to increase their 
diameter, resulting in the pressurizing fluid “sweating” out of 

the actuator. The grasping and object cooling test show the con-
formability and cooling ability of the gripper to hold different 
objects with different heat capacity, as shown in Figure 12c.

In addition to hydrogel-based actuators, Hsu et  al. demon-
strated a DLP 3D printing strategy that can make photoactive elas-
tomer resin-based soft actuators with embedded power sources.[241] 
Specifically, osmosis, as the driving force, is generated by a flexible 
composite structure with a semipermeable interface, and the actu-
ator performs elongation, contraction, bending, and torsion under 
the drive of internal and external osmotic pressure. An osmotic 
orthodontic actuator and an asymmetric bellow actuator were fab-
ricated, respectively. In addition, Cavaiani et al. designed and fab-
ricated a multiscale capillary gripper via combining SLA and TPP 
printing technologies that can pick and place sub-millimetric 1005 
SMD components.[242] The high precision and ability to print fine 
structures of the TPP enables the printed picking head picking, 
aligning, releasing and picking off the micrometer-scale compo-
nent, and the similarity of the resins used in the two techniques 
provide a good adherence between parts.

Although the traditional strategies for fabricating pneu-
matic and hydraulic actuators are still preferred by commercial 

Figure 12. VP-based pneumatic and hydraulic actuators. a) Schematic illustrations of the self-built DLP-based multimaterial 3D printing system (top), 
and the 3D-printed miniature soft pneumatic robots with high-resolution (bottom). Reproduced with permission.[164] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. 
b) The powerful optical and sonic transparent hydrogel actuators and their ability to camouflage. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Com-
mons Attribution 4.0 International License.[234d] Copyright 2017, The Authors. Springer Nature. c) Material design, SLA printing system, and the porous 
actuator (left), and its cooling ability during grasping objects with different heat capacities. Reproduced with permission.[240a] Copyright 2020, AAAS.
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large-scale manufacturing, VP may realize manufacturing in 
one single step and print structure of tiny features with func-
tions of camouflage, “perspiration” and self-healing.[243] In 
addition, along with the development of higher efficiency and 
higher resolution VP system, multimaterial soft pneumatic 
robots at millimeter scale with micrometer features, enhanced 
performance and functionality will be able to be printed in the 
future.

5. Conclusions and Future Prospects

Soft electronics is a hotspot undergoing fascinating research 
currently mainly due to their 1) conformally adhered spe-
cialty to irregularly shaped surfaces; 2) intrinsic flexible tactile 
sensing capability; 3) secure human–machine interface. As the 
core components of soft electronics, the research of soft sensors 
and actuators involves multidisciplinary sciences, including 
physics and biochemistry principles, advanced materials sci-
ence, optic and electronic technologies, message communica-
tion, and artificial intelligence, and presents exuberant vitality 
in the recent decades.

We have overviewed the recent progress in VP 3D printing 
technologies for the soft electronic devices’ fabrication. Ben-
efiting from the digital computer-assisted design, the AM is 
capable of providing a versatile platform for patterning of 
advanced functional materials and complex multicomponent 
architectures to achieve accelerated transfer from ideas to 
devices and customized manufacturing. These fabrication sys-
tems, accompanied by polymer materials with intrinsic stretch-
ability, biocompatibility, and self-healing ability conform with 
the development trends of soft sensor and actuator devices. If 
developed fully, the wearable soft electronic system can enable 
wearable health monitoring, diagnostics, and continuous treat-
ment. Also, smart sensor and actuator conjugation will endow 
robotics and prosthetics with a “sense of touch”, and environ-
mental perception enabling a variety of currently impossible 
tasks, such as compliant manipulation of various objects and 
interaction with humans. Beneath this mission and vision, 
however, there remain many challenges, which we summarize 
succinctly as follows:

1) Manufacturing efficiency and structural integrality: one im-
portant objective of VP 3D printing is to print objects with 
complex shapes, compositions, gradients, and functions 
in a single step, unparalleled by formative and subtractive 
polymer processing. However, most 3D printing technolo-
gies are essentially repeating 2D printing processes over and 
over again (so-called layer-by-layer), both the build speed and 
performance of the resulting objects are inferior to those of 
formative processing like injection molding.[13] The ongoing 
transition from concept modeling to rapid manufacturing 
has required significant improvements of cycle times togeth-
er with crosslinked properties and durability. Furthermore, 
eliminating the need for support layer and post-treatment 
steps is essential for improving the competitiveness of VP 3D 
printing.

2) Insufficiency of the accessible material system: advanced 
materials are at the heart of future soft electronics. One of 

the greatest challenges in VP 3D printing to fabricate sensors 
and actuators is the limitation in available functional ma-
terials compared to structural materials. For example, high 
conductive polymer materials used to produce electrodes are 
still quite limited compared to conventional metal materials, 
resulting in a severe connection to the external system due 
to the modulus mismatch. However, most of the already at-
tempted materials in 3D printing area are not optimized yet 
for the process due to several practical reasons such as the 
lack of thorough understanding of each process and its mate-
rial property requirements. The application of free-standing, 
biodegradable, and self-healing materials to devices is still at 
a proof of concept stage.

3) Development of multicomponent devices: while current mul-
ticomponent devices normally require many separate and 
fundamentally different processing steps, VP 3D printing 
holds great promise for simplifying workflow and combining 
processes into a single 3D print job. It can assemble and in-
tegrate the sensitive materials into the functional parts, link-
ing the chip to constitute a self-contained sensor and actuator 
system. However, the bulky equipment, complex operating 
system, and extravagant price stifling and diminish its popu-
larity.

4) Application of biological electronics: the specialty VP 3D 
printing to produce multifunctional objects and systems 
coincides with the development trend of the customized 
implants that are biologically active or mimic biological 
functions by responding with property changes to external 
stimuli in the future. The technology with natural and syn-
thetic hydrogels as biological matrix coupled with 3D cell 
culture within these meshes allows for the construction of 
patient-specific tissues for implantation. Moreover, AM-fab-
ricated 3D cell cultures are being used for drug discovery 
and rapid biological evaluation of substances without requir-
ing animal testing. Compared with DIW 3D printing, how-
ever, it is inevitable that ultraviolet crosslinking affects cells 
and tissues.

Apart from these challenges, some other problems should 
be resolved for the practical use of soft electronics fabricated 
by VP 3D printing as well. For example, devices intended for 
soft robotics applications should have reasonable composite 
performance and robustness while being aesthetically suit-
able. And on this basis, the feasibility of boosting the speed, 
adhesion, and kinematics of soft actuators should be explored. 
Devices intended for use in wearable and implantable devices 
should be user customizable to satisfy the personalized 
needs of people. In an accident-prone and aging society, VP 
3D-printed tissue grafts and customized drug delivery systems 
offer great hope. However, the use of photocurable polymers 
has often meant a lack of long-term mechanical robustness 
and durability. The employed materials should not cause any 
discomfort or have any negative effect on human skin when 
attached. They should be easy to remove and provide associ-
ated portable power and reliable data during extreme activities. 
Overall, VP 3D printing is expected to be a disruptive inno-
vation that changes the way we think about fabricating and 
integrating soft electronic devices distinct from that made by 
traditional fabrication.
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